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Elsa Custodio, Medical Records Assistant 

Casitas Care Center 

Elsa is one of Casitas Care Center’s most hard working 

and dedicated employees and deserves to be recognized 

for her outstanding customer service.   Elsa recently 

gave up working at a second job so that she could 

devote all of her energies and already outstanding 

efforts to her work as a medical records assistant.  She 

consistently goes the extra mile to complete all of her 

regular work each day but then regularly goes above 

and beyond the normal goals and expectations of her 

job.  When there is a need, Elsa is always willing to 

travel to one of her sister facilities in the area to help 

out.   She has earned the reputation of being one of the 

most dependable and trusted medical records assistants 

within the facility’s cluster.  Casitas is proud to have Elsa 

as part of their dedicated team. 

Stephanie Garcia, Reception/AP/Payroll Coordinator 

Mountain View Convalescent Hospital 

Stephanie is an excellent team player.  Her consistency 

and ability to juggle several responsibilities at one time 

make her an indispensable part of the Mountain View 

Convalescent Hospital family.  There are few employees 

who interact with as many different individuals in and 

around the facility.  At the front desk she works with 

vendors, visitors, employees, families and patients.  She 

is the first MVCH employee that most people meet.  

Stephanie is an effective listener and communicator and 

can always be counted on to provide excellent customer 

service.  Stephanie’s AP/Payroll responsibilities require a 

different skill set which she has mastered equally well.  

She maintains a positive and cheerful attitude and is 

always smiling.  During stressful situations, Stephanie 

remains calm and is proactive in working as part of the 

team in finding solutions. 

In addition to the engraved award (at right) both Elsa 

and Stephanie will receive a check for $100. 
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